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Abstract: As ore quality declines in KGHM mines after continuous exploitation, it becomes increasingly relevant to extract as much economic value as possible from the mined ore while limiting the environmental impact. The recovery of cobalt from converter slag is a possible extraction route that can increase economic output at a limited environmental and logistic cost. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is used to assess the environmental impact of copper exploitation and to compare that impact with the estimated impact of cobalt extraction in the Lubin mine. In most impact categories, Co extraction would be responsible for less than 0.2% of the impact, while increasing economic output by 3.38%. Economic allocation shows that cobalt recovery is environmentally pertinent.
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1. Introduction

As the production of high-tech devices such as electric cars, smartphones, and laptops increases, the demand for cobalt will follow suit. Additionally, cobalt is part of the list of critical raw materials published by the European Commission [1]. Because these materials are economically important and are at high supply risk, being able to produce them inside the confines of the EU is of political and economic importance.

The KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. Group is an international organization, specializing in exploration, mining, and metallurgy. It has its activities in Europe, South America, North America, and Asia [2]. The main assets are localized in Poland, where there are operating three underground mines (Lubin, Polkowice-Sieroszowice and Rudna), three metallurgical plants (Legnica Copper Smelter and Refinery, Głogów I Smelter, and Głogów II Smelter), and Wire Rod Plant (Cedynia). The other activities are located in the USA (Robinson mine, Carlota), Chile (Sierra Gorda Mine, Franke), and Canada (Ajax, Sudbury, Victoria) [2].

Polish copper mines produce annually 449.4 kt of copper from extracted ore (data for 2019). KGHM also recovers associated minerals. The production in 2019 was 1400 t of silver, 674 kg of gold, 28,510 t of lead, 1993 t of nickel sulfate, 75.76 t of selenium, and 8.34 t of rhenium. Polkowice-Sieroszowice mine is also a significant producer of rock salt (68.28 kt) [3]. Smelters in Głogów and Legnica produced 565.6 kt of electrolytic copper in 2019 (418.3 kt from KGHM’s concentrates and 147.3 kt from externally purchased concentrates) [2]. Cedynia Wire Rod Plant produced 250.7 kt of copper wire rod and 15.5 kt of oxygen-free copper rod [2,4].

KGHM’s economic resources equal 1181 Mt of ore, which contains 23,173 kt of copper, and 70 kt of silver [3]. KGHM was recognized as a potential cobalt supplier in this part of Europe [5]. Cobalt occurs as an accompanying metal in the KGHM deposits, with
prospective resources equal to 93.48 kt. The largest prospective resources of Co (41.94 kt) are observed for the Lubin-Małomice deposit operated by Lubin mine [3].

It should be noted the exploitation of copper in the Lubin mine of KGHM in Poland is becoming less profitable over the years because of the depletion of the ore, from 1.09% Cu content in 2007 to 0.92% currently [6]. Poorer ore has negative economic and environmental consequences, as more ore needs to be processed for the same amount of refined product, increasing the power requirement as ore quality lowers [7]. For this reason, it becomes imperative to try to maximize the economic output of a mine while limiting environmental impacts. For example, mines managed by KGHM produce silver as a by-product of copper exploitation, increasing economic output at a relatively low environmental cost. By the same logic, cobalt could be extracted from converter slags from the Legnica smelter.

2. Materials and Methods

Life cycle assessment was used to assess the environmental impacts of copper exploitation in the Lubin mine. Modeling was carried out in Simapro v9.1.1.1. The ReCiPe method (2016) was used in a hierarchic configuration to assess impact. Emission data came from the Ecoinvent 3 data set. The functional unit was the production of 1 t of refined (99.9%) copper.

The life cycle inventory is shown in Table S1 (cf. Supplementary Material). Inventory data were collected via several methods:

- KGHM reports;
- Extrapolation of data from peer-reviewed literature on the Lubin operation;
- Estimations.

The mine operation flowsheet is in Figure 1. The LCA was considered cradle-to-gate: the extraction and use of raw materials was considered; however, the use and end-of-life phases of the refined copper product were not taken into account. Some emissions and aspects of the mining process were not taken into account in the assessment either because of a lack of data or being outside the scope of the research:

- Recovery of the SO₂ emissions for sulfuric acid production;
- Slag sold as a building material;
- Tailings sent to the Żelazny Most containment facility;
- Production of secondary products (lead, selenium, nickel sulfate, rhenium, gold).

![Schematic flowsheet of the copper refining process with LCA boundaries.](image)

Figure 1. Schematic flowsheet of the copper refining process with LCA boundaries.

Two scenarios are considered: the current operation of the Lubin mine, in which slag is sold as filler materials, and a potential scenario where the converter slag goes through a sulfuric acid roasting process with leaching for cobalt recovery [8].
3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Lubin and the Average Ore Grade of KGHM Mines

To show the importance of ore grade in terms of environmental impacts, the impact of the exploitation of the Lubin mine (0.92% Cu) was compared to the average ore grade in KGHM mines (1.40% Cu). The impact categories were considered following previously published methodologies [9]: global warming potential, terrestrial acidification, eutrophication, stratospheric ozone depletion, and particulate matter formation. The results are given in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2.** Comparison of the environmental impacts of the exploitation of copper in the Lubin mine compared to the average impact of KGHM mines.

As expected for the ore grade difference, the Lubin installations must extract around 50% more ore to obtain the same amount of copper, leading to more important impacts, as seen in Figure 2.

3.2. Impact of Cobalt Recovery

The impact of the Lubin exploitation with cobalt recovery, whose inventory estimation is given in Table S1, is compared with the traditional exploitation of the mine in Figure 3. As evidenced by the scale of the ordinates axis, the differences are almost negligible.
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**Figure 3.** Comparison of Lubin exploitation with and without cobalt recovery from converter slag.
3.3. Economic Output

Measurements from KGHM of the ore composition and the recovery rate of each element (Cu, Ag, and Co) are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Amount of copper, silver, and cobalt recovered from the exploitation of the Lubin mine. Values are given from the London Metal Exchange prices at the date of writing (12 March 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Ore Grade (g/t)</th>
<th>Recovery Rate</th>
<th>Amount Recovered (kg)</th>
<th>Value (USD, LME Prices)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>9200</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>67.45%</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>451.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The added value of cobalt in the basic economic estimation corresponds to an increase of 3.38% in the initial value of the copper and silver produced by the Lubin mine.

4. Conclusions

From this preliminary study, it appears that the impact of cobalt exploitation from converter slag has a very low environmental impact compared to the value the cobalt adds. It is therefore environmentally pertinent. However, this study should be expanded with more robust data from KGHM, especially for the impact of slag recovery, to decidedly state the environmental pertinence. In further studies, the economic rentability of the cobalt recovery process in KGHM will be assessed to make a thorough case for the implementation of the process.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/environsciproc2021009033/s1, Table S1: Life cycle inventory of copper exploitation.
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